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Market Data (as of February 28, 2019) 
• Share Price: $2.32 CAD 
• Market Cap: $21.3M 
• 52 Week: $2.08-$4.48 
• Shares Outstanding: 9.2M 
• Fully Diluted Shares O/S: 10.8M 
• Sector: Cannabis

All data is reflective of the TSX.V in CAD

(CSE: STEM) (OTCMKTS: STMHF)

The company, Stem Holdings Inc. (STEM.CN) (STMH) is in the middle of a major expansion and has been 
nothing short of an execution story. The company is positioned to capitalize on the cannabis markets in 
Oregon, Nevada, and Oklahoma. Stem is focused on further expanding its reach and is looking at the 
opportunity in Massachusetts, Florida, Pennsylvania, and California. During the last year, the company 
has significantly advanced its fundamental story and we are excited for the following reasons: 

1.Stem Holdings has substantial growth prospects and we expect the company’s fundamental to 
significantly improve going forward  
2.The company is well capitalized and is in the middle of a major expansion  
3.Stem Holdings is trading at attractive valuation when compared to its peers and we believe that 
market has not yet recognized its potential 
4.The company is led by a management team with a proven track record  
5.Stem Holdings has significant catalysts for growth and is in the early innings of a major growth cycle

The United States cannabis industry represents 
one of the most exciting growth opportunities and 
we have been closely monitoring this burgeoning 
market. Over the next year, we expect this market 
to record massive growth and this is an area that 
investors need to be watching.  

During the last month, we have taken a deep dive 
into the United States cannabis industry and we 
have focused on identifying companies that are 
flying under the radar and are well positioned to 
capitalize on the United States cannabis market.

Today, we want to highlight a company that meets this criterion and believe that investors need monitor 
this opportunity.  

*Stem Holdings Diverse Portfolio of Partner Brands
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About Stem Holdings  

Stem Holdings Inc. is a vertically integrated cannabis company that has positioned itself as a pioneer in 
the cannabis industry with its affiliated state-of-the-art cultivation, processing, extraction, retail, and 
distribution operations. The company owns and manages affiliated cannabis facilities in Nevada, 
Oklahoma, and Oregon, and also participates in a research project in collaboration with Cornell 
University.  

One of the reasons why we are favorable on Stem is due to its portfolio of high-end cannabis products 
that consist of lab-tested cannabis and CBD. The company’s affiliated award-winning, nationally known, 
consumer-facing brands include:  
•Cultivators: TJ's Gardens and Yerba Buena 
•Retail Brands: Stem and TJ's Gardens 
•Infused Product Manufacturers: Cannavore and Supernatural Honey 
•CBD Company: Dose-ology.  

We are favorable on the company’s portfolio of products and expect to see them gain considerable 
traction in the United States cannabis market. The success that the company has had in Oregon can be 
replicated in new markets and this creates a significant growth opportunity. 
  
Expands into Nevada and Opens a Cultivation Facility 

Last month, Stem Holdings reported a significant development and announced that it would be opening 
a cultivation facility in Nevada. The cannabis market in Las Vegas is booming and the facility is 
strategically located just a few miles off the Las Vegas strip. We are favorable on the growth prospects 
associated with this asset and will monitor how the team executes from here.  

Stem Holdings is strategically positioned in Las Vegas and we expect to see the company’s family of 
brands gain significant traction in this burgeoning cannabis market. One of the brands that Stem will 
introduce to Nevada is TJ’s Gardens variety of cultivars. TJ’s Gardens is recognized as the Pacific 
Northwest’s premier cannabis cultivator. TJ’s Gardens will introduce its proprietary products to the 
Nevada market through the Travis x James brand, which produces high-end flower and great tasting 
vaporizers. This is an organic cannabis product line and we expect to see substantial demand for it. The 
focus on producing organic cannabis is significant and we expect to see these products get shelf space 
in dispensaries in Las Vegas.  

Stem will be operating a state-of-the-art facility that includes space for cultivation, an edibles kitchen, and 
an extraction lab. The company will be able to produce premium cannabis flower and oils and will be 
able to introduce highly sought after brands into the Nevada market. Stem will utilize the kitchen to 
create cannabis edible products under the Cannavore and Supernatural brands. The products that will 
be produced include, but are not limited to, caramels, gummies, hard candies, honey, and ready-to-drink 
tea. The company will use the extraction facility to introduce its line of extracts called Dose-ology, which 
will provide consumers with CBD and THC tinctures. Stem will also sell pre-roll joints that contain Yerba 
Buena flower. 
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The Nevada cannabis market represents a significant opportunity and we are favorable on Stem’s 
leverage to it. More than 44 million people visit Las Vegas on annual basis and the cannabis industry is 
thriving. Stem is well positioned to capitalize on this burgeoning market and this is an opportunity to 
watch. The opening of the cultivation facility represents a major milestone and we will monitor how the 
team executes from here.  

Focused on Capitalizing on the Oregon Cannabis Market 

In November, Stem Holdings received a license from the Oregon Liquor Control Commission (OLCC) for 
its newly constructed cannabis facility in Springfield, Oregon. This represented an important 
development for the company and we expect this to be a significant growth driver going forward.   

The approved facility is located on a 28,000 sq. ft. property that will provide 10,000 sq. ft. of space 
dedicated to sustainable, indoor cannabis cultivation. The building is comprised of eight, 1,100 square 
foot, clean grow rooms that will utilize cutting-edge lighting and ventilation systems. The facility will be 
able to produce over 2,500 pounds of cannabis flower annually.  
Stem plans to dedicate two additional spaces to conduct research and development on new cannabis 
strains. An on-premise breeding and genetics lab and a plant tissue culture laboratory will allow Stem’s 
operators to utilize advanced propagation technology. The laboratory will produce a continuous supply 
of plant strains derived from award-winning genetics. The company is focused on being efficient and will 
streamline its processing and packaging process through the use of a dry room, a curing room, a space 
for processing harvested cannabis material, and a loading dock. 

The facility will house both of Stem’s partner brands, TJ’s Gardens and Yerba Buena. Both licensed 
cultivators are renowned growers of craft cannabis in Oregon. We are favorable on the management 
team’s ability to execute and will monitor how this adds value to the entire business.  

Awarded Cannabis Licenses to Operate in Oklahoma  

Last year, Stem Holdings along with its in-state partners were awarded five cultivation, five processing, 
and seven dispensary licenses by the Oklahoma Medical Marijuana Authority (OMMA). This was a 
significant development that supports the company’s strategic expansion into Oklahoma.  

Stem will introduce their partners’ award-winning brands to the Oklahoma medical cannabis market. All 
of the products will be manufactured using medical cannabis grown by the renowned Oregon-based 
cultivators TJ’s Gardens and Yerba Buena in state-of-the-art Oklahoma-based facilities. Stem plans on 
offering a wide variety of flower, edibles, and extracts at the initial four licensed dispensaries in the cities 
of Moore, Norman, Oklahoma City, and Tulsa. This represents a significant growth initiative and we will 
monitor how the team executes on this.  

Stem strategically partnered with two successful Oklahoma business owners for this venture - Ty Hartwig 
and Lincoln Owen Clifton. Ty is an entrepreneur and investor who has founded and developed a dozen 
different successful businesses across a great breadth of industries. Link is an entrepreneur and a large
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commercial real estate investor who previously owned 100 convenience stores and a large-scale 
wholesale fuel distribution business, which were both subsequently sold to publicly traded companies. 
Lincoln currently works with the oil and gas industry and is in involved in the service of every aspect of 
the business, including pipeline structure operations and transportation.  

Completes the Acquisition of Yerba Buena 

In October, Stem Holdings executed a definitive agreement to acquire Yerba Buena, an award-winning 
Oregon cannabis brand. This is a significant acquisition that enhances the company’s position in the 
Oregon cannabis market. The acquisition improves the portfolio of brands under Stem’s umbrella and 
we are favorable on the growth prospects associated with this acquisition.  

The acquisition of Yerba Buena directly supports Stem’s plans for nationwide expansion. While Stem’s 
operational affiliates have developed partnerships with a number of widely recognized cannabis brands 
and licensees across the country, the acquisition of Yerba Buena solidifies Stem’s commitment to 
providing shareholder value through strategic mergers and acquisitions within the cannabis space. 

Yerba Buena is widely recognized as a cannabis industry leader and is one of the only cannabis farms in 
the country to hold both Clean Green™ and Certified Kind responsible agriculture credentials. The 
company delivers naturally-grown products that have garnered numerous industry awards and has also 
been honored for their exemplary workplace practices. Yerba Buena is the first cannabis company to 
receive the 100 Best Green Companies award by Oregon Business Magazine, winning in both 2017 and 
2018, placing 9th and then 6th respectively across all industries. Yerba Buena, has also made Oregon 
Business Magazine’s 2019 list of the "100 Best Companies to Work for in Oregon. 

Led by a Management Team with a Proven Track Record 

One of the reasons why we are favorable on the Stem Holdings opportunity is due to the strength of the 
management team. When it comes to looking at a cannabis company as a potential investment, one of 
the most important aspects of the story is the management team and this is an area where Stem 
Holdings excels.  

We have met with members of the Stem Holdings management team on several occasions and left these 
meetings with a sense of confidence. Stem Holdings CEO Adam Berk has a proven track record of 
success and we are favorable on his ability to execute and create value for shareholders.  

Last year, Stem Holdings strengthened its management team with the addition of Geno Purtell as 
Director of Sales for Oregon. As a former Nike executive, Geno brings over 20 years of extensive sales 
experience to the company. He will work with both TJ’s Gardens and Yerba Buena with the goal to build a 
robust sales initiative for both brands’ products. Geno will also help sell Incredibles’ products, Cannavore 
caramels, G Pen vaporizers, and Tinctures by TJ’s throughout Oregon. 
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Stem Holdings has significant leverage to the United States cannabis market and the management team 
has done a great job when it comes to execution. Some of the key members of the Stem Holdings team 
include:  

•Steve Hubbard is the Chief Financial Officer and has thirty-five years of experience in operations, 
product and process engineering. He successfully planned and implemented a turnaround strategy 
for a semiconductor design and manufacturing company, BIT which was sold to PMC-Sierra for more 
than $1 billion. Steve is the Director/Controller of North American operations at Advanced  Micro 
Devices. After serving in the United States Air Force, Steve became an auditor for Arthur Andersen. 

•Dr. Geoff Ostrove is the Director of Operations and was formally the President of one of the first 
companies in Oregon to receive a recreational cannabis production license. He holds a PhD in 
Communication & Media Studies and Masters of Community & Regional Planning. Geoff has a 
professional background in public policy, having worked as a City Planner for Oregon’s Business 
Development Department and a Campaign Manager for a State Senator. 

•Mauria Betts is the Director of Branding and is the founder of one of the first cannabis creative 
agencies, Potency. Since founding Potency in 2014, she has lead brand development for some of the 
most successful cannabis companies currently on the market. Her affinity for emerging markets and 
collaborating with industry leaders, has led to an international client roster that includes cannabis 
businesses across the United States. 

A Company Worth Watching  

Stem Holdings is in the middle of a major expansion and is trading at a discount when compared to its 
peers. Over the next year we expect to see significant consolidation in the cannabis industry and the 
company could be a beneficiary of this. Stem Holdings is well capitalized after recently completing a $3 
million offering of special warrants and plans to use the proceeds for expansion initiatives and general 
corporate purposes. 

When looking at Stem Holdings, it is hard to not get overly excited and we are excited for the following 
reasons. First, the company is in the middle of a major expansion and has massive growth prospects. 
Second, Stem Holdings is a under-appreciated opportunity and we believe that the market has not 
recognized its potential (yet). Finally, the company is in the early innings of a major growth cycle and has 
significant catalysts for growth. 

When compared to its peers, Stem Holdings is trading at a very attractive valuation and this is an 
opportunity worth monitoring. To learn more about the company, please email 
support@technical420.com.  

You can watch the Stem Holdings Investor Relations Video Presentation HERE.

mailto:support@technical420.com
https://www.stemholdings.com/investor-relations
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StoneBridge Disclosures

Disclosure.  Compensated Affiliate.  This report was authored by and is property of StoneBridge Partners LLC.  All information 
and data relied upon in drafting this report is publicly available.  The author believes and considers its sources to be reliable, 
but does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any information contained in this report.  Any and all information, 
data, analyses and opinions are provided for informational purposes only and is not intended, in any manner, as investment 
advice. Any projections or other information generated by StoneBridge Partners LLC regarding the likelihood of various 
investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future 
results.  None of the material contained in this report is intended as a solution or offer to sell or purchase a specific stock or any 
other investment.  This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen, 
resident or located in any municipality, state, country or other jurisdiction where the distribution, publication, availability, or use 
of this report is contrary to any governing law or regulation.  The securities discussed in this report may not be eligible for 
purchase and/or sale in certain jurisdictions or by particular individuals.  It is important that you check any and all governing 
laws and/or regulations that may be applicable in your jurisdiction.  Investing in securities of issuers organized outside of the 
United States, including ADRs, entail certain risks.  The securities of non-United States issuers may not be registered with, nor 
be subject to the reporting requirements of the United States Securities and Exchange Commission.  Please contact a Financial 
Advisor for professional advice regarding any and all securities investments.  This report is intended for informational purposes 
only.  StoneBridge Partners LLC’s officers, directors, employees, affiliates, or subsidiaries may have positions in securities 
covered by StoneBridge Partners LLC.  StoneBridge Partners LLC receives compensation from the company and/or has a 
position in the securities mentioned in this report.  

This report was produced and authored by StoneBridge Partners LLC.  Technical420 is not the owner or author of this report.  
No party shall copy or distribute this report without the prior authorization of StoneBridge Partners LLC.  Technical420 does not 
and cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any information contained in this report.  Any and all information, data, 
analysis and opinions contained in this report are provided for informational purposes only and is not intended, in any manner, 
as investment advice.  Technical420 has no current position or immediate plan to initiate a position within Stem Holdings in the 
next 72 hours in any of the stocks mentioned in this report. You can review our complete disclosures on 
www.technical420.com. StoneBridge Partners LLC are a compensated affiliate of Stem Holdings. and are paid $6,500 per 
month to disseminate information on behalf of the company.  
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